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There are certain criteria to recommend surgical excision for lobular neoplasia diagnosed in mammographically
detected core biopsy. The aims of this study are to explore the rate of upgrade of lobular neoplasia detected in
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-guided biopsy and to investigate the clinicopathological and radiological
features that could predict upgrade. We reviewed 1655 MRI-guided core biopsies yielding 63 (4%) cases of
lobular neoplasia. Key clinical features were recorded. MRI findings including mass vs non-mass enhancement
and the reason for biopsy were also recorded. An upgrade was defined as the presence of invasive carcinoma or
ductal carcinoma in situ in subsequent surgical excision. The overall rate of lobular neoplasia in MRI-guided core
biopsy ranged from 2 to 7%, with an average of 4%. A total of 15 (24%) cases had an upgrade, including 5 cases of
invasive carcinoma and 10 cases of ductal carcinoma in situ. Pure lobular neoplasia was identified in 34 cases,
11 (32%) of which had upgrade. In this group, an ipsilateral concurrent or past history of breast cancer was found
to be associated with a higher risk of upgrade (6/11, 55%) than contralateral breast cancer (1 of 12, 8%; P= 0.03).
To our knowledge, this is the largest series of lobular neoplasia diagnosed in MRI-guided core biopsy. The
incidence of lobular neoplasia is relatively low. Lobular neoplasia detected in MRI-guided biopsy carries a high
risk for upgrade warranting surgical excision. However, more cases from different types of institutions are
needed to verify our results.
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Epidemiologic studies have shown that lobular
neoplasia (atypical lobular hyperplasia (ALH) and
lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS)) is a marker of
increased risk of developing breast cancer.1–3 LCIS is
associated with ~ 10 to 20% risk of developing
invasive breast cancer in either breast over 15
years.4,5 It has been suggested that lobular neoplasia
is a non-obligate precursor in the progression to
invasive carcinoma.6–9 It is often multicentric and
bilateral.10,11 Although the majority of cases have no

mammographically distinctive features, some cases
present with microcalcifications.

The incidence of lobular neoplasia diagnosed in
core biopsy performed for a mammographic finding
is rare, about 0.7%.12 The management of lobular
neoplasia in core biopsy has received considerable
attention in recent years. The upgrade rate to either
ductal carcinoma in situ or invasive carcinoma is
variable, with prior studies showing upgrade rates
ranging from 0 to 35%.13 Therefore, there is debate
as to whether lobular neoplasia found in core biopsy
requires excision for optimal management.

The World Health Organization task force has
published consensus that excision should be performed
if there is another lesion that by itself would
warrant excision or if there is pathological-imaging
discordance. In cases where ALH or LCIS in core
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biopsy is a completely incidental finding, radiologi-
cal–pathological correlation is recommended for
determining further management. The World Health
Organization task force recommends that excision
should be performed for cases of classic LCIS with
comedonecrosis, bulky mass-forming LCIS lesions
and cases with pleomorphic LCIS (PLCIS) identified
in core biopsy.14 In contrast, the National Compre-
hensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines recom-
mend excision of any LCIS identified in core biopsy,
even in the absence of other proliferative changes.15

Breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is
increasingly being used for screening of women
at high risk for breast cancer and preoperative
evaluation of women with known breast cancer, as
well as a number of additional indications.16
Specifically, women with a prior diagnosis of LCIS
are considered to be at higher risk of developing
breast cancer and National Comprehensive Cancer
Network guidelines advise consideration of annual
screening MRI.17 In these women, MRI is not used
for the detection of lobular neoplasia but for the
detection of an otherwise occult cancer. Generally,
lobular neoplasia is considered to be occult by MRI,
although there are reports of cases with associated
MRI findings.18

The incidence, rate of upgrade, clinical presenta-
tion, and the type of concurrent lesions of lobular
neoplasia diagnosed in MRI-guided core biopsy have
not been studied. That is mainly because of its rarity
and relative infrequent use of MRI compared with
mammography in diagnosing breast lesions. The
purpose of this study is to address these issues on a
large cohort of cases from several academic
institutions.

Materials and methods

Cases

This is a multi-institutional collaborative study of
lobular neoplasia diagnosed in core biopsy at four
academic institutions namely: Roswell Park Cancer
Institute (RPCI) at Buffalo, NY, USA; Magee
Women’s Hospital of the University of Pittsburgh
Medical Center (UPMC) at Pittsburgh, PA, USA;
Washington University (WU) at Saint Louis, MO,
USA; and Montefiore Medical Center (MMC) at New
York City, NY, USA. After identifying the cases with
a diagnosis of lobular neoplasia, the slides were
reviewed by the working specialized breast pathol-
ogist(s) at each institution to confirm the diagnosis
and record other histologic features such as flat
epithelial atypia, atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH),
papilloma, and/or radial scar. A case was considered
mixed when at least one additional high-risk
histologic finding was identified, including ADH,
flat epithelial atypia, papilloma, and/or radial scar.
At RPCI, the radiology records were searched for
breast MRI-guided biopsy yielding 358 cases. The

pathology reports were reviewed. Twenty six cases
had a diagnosis of lobular neoplasia, which were
confirmed by the breast pathologist (TK). Cases were
retrieved from the UPMC through a computer-based
search in CoPath for the words ‘breast MRI core
biopsy’ yielding 862 cases, 29 of which had a
diagnosis of lobular neoplasia, confirmed by the
breast pathologists (ZL and MMD). Cases were
retrieved from the WU through a computer-based
search in CoPath for the words ‘MRI’ in all fields and
‘core biopsy’ and ‘breast’ in final diagnosis field
yielding 335 cases, 5 of which had lobular neoplasia,
which were confirmed by the breast pathologist (SS).
For MMC cases, search of the Picture Archiving
and Communication System yielded 100 cases of
MRI-guided core biopsy. The pathology reports
were reviewed for a diagnosis of lobular neoplasia
yielding three cases. The slides of these cases were
reviewed by the breast pathologist (RK) confirming
the diagnosis.

Demographic data including age, race, hormonal
use, previous or concurrent history of cancer, and
menopausal status were collected for each patient.

Histologic Interpretation

The cases were classified as ALH, LCIS, or PLCIS
following the World Health Organization criteria.14
LCIS and ALH both have identical cytomorphologic
features (small loosely cohesive neoplastic epithelial
cells within the terminal ductal lobular unit). They
differ in the degree of terminal ductal lobular unit
expansion, where the terminal ductal lobular unit is
filled and distended in LCIS unlike ALH (Figures 1a
and b). PLCIS is defined based on the presence of
high-grade cytomorphology, necrosis, and macroaci-
nus formation (Figure 1c). Necrosis was defined as
the presence of central zonal (comedo)-type necrosis
in at least one duct. Macroacinic feature was defined
as a massive degree of acinar distention to the point
that the acini appeared almost confluent and the
stroma barely evident in at least two acini. The cells
were considered large (grade III nuclei) when their
size was at least four times larger than that of a
mature lymphocyte.19 Concurrent lesions that
normally warrant surgical intervention were also
recorded including flat epithelial atypia, ADH,
papilloma, and radial scar.

The excisional specimens which were performed
within a maximum of 3 months were reviewed. The
type of an upgrade including ductal carcinoma
in situ, invasive carcinoma of no special type and
invasive lobular carcinoma was recorded. To ensure
that the targeted lesion was removed, we evaluated
for the presence of the previous biopsy site. When
the excisional biopsy has concurrent ipsilateral
cancer, the pathology report was reviewed to ensure
the correct site of the core biopsy within the lobular
neoplasia. All cases of lobular neoplasia detected by
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MRI-guided biopsy at all four institutions were
excised.

When the patient presented with concurrent
ipsilateral carcinoma, verification from the pathol-
ogy report and histological review was required to
ensure that the lesion is not contiguous to the main
tumor. In order to verify that, two biopsy sites had to
be recognized, corresponding to each of the two
lesions (the main tumor and the studied biopsy with
lobular neoplasia) and had to be separated by
non-involved breast tissue. All cases with concurrent
ipsilateral breast cancer were found to be eligible for
this study.

Radiologic Interpretation

Contrast-enhanced MRI studies performed immedi-
ately before the MRI-guided biopsy were reviewed
and the findings of mass vs non-mass enhancement
were recorded (Figure 2). The images were reviewed

by the radiologist in RPCI (PK) and MMC (BR). The
radiology variables were abstracted from the radiology
reports in WU and UPMC. Second-look ultrasound
was performed before MRI-guided biopsy as per the
institutional protocol if the imaging finding was a
mass, but not in cases of non-mass enhancement.
For all institutions, the radiology biopsy report was
reviewed to determine the number of cores obtained
and the gauge of the biopsy needle. In addition, the
clinical indication for the MRI, e.g., staging, high-risk
screening, or clinical findings was recorded.

Statistical Analysis

In the univariate statistical analysis, the outcome
upgrade was correlated with predictors using Fisher’s
exact test for categorical variables and the Wilcoxon
non-parametric test for continuous variables, at a
nominal significance level of 0.05. Multiple analyses
were performed, one including all cases from all

Figure 1 Various types of lobular neoplasia; (a) ALH with dyshesive small cells involving and partially filling terminal ductal lobular unit
(hematoxylin and eosin ×20); (b) LCIS similar cells like in ALH but the cells fill and expand the terminal ductal lobular unit (hematoxylin
and eosin ×20); (c) PLCIS with expanded back-to-back ducts filled with large pleomorphic dyshesive and apocrine cells with central
necrosis and microcalcifications resembling ductal carcinoma in situ (hematoxylin and eosin ×10). ALH, atypical lobular hyperplasia;
LCIS, lobular carcinoma in situ; PLCIS, pleomorphic lobular carcinoma in situ.
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institutions, one including pure lobular neoplasia
(excluding other types of atypia), one including only
UPMC cases, and one including RPCI cases. The
statistical analysis was performed using R version
3.0.1 (http://www.r-project.org).

Results

Table 1 illustrates the case distribution among
different participating institutions. RPCI and UPMC
contributed 485% of the cases. The incidence of

lobular neoplasia at RPCI was higher (7%) compared
with that at the UPMC (3.36%; Po0.0014).

When all cases (pure and mixed) were included in
the analysis, 63 (4%) cases were identified. Fifteen
(24%) cases had upgrade, 3 invasive lobular carci-
noma, 10 ductal carcinoma in situ, and 2 invasive
carcinoma of no special type. There were 29 (46%)
ALH, 31 (49%) LCIS, and 3 (5%) PLCIS. The rate of
upgrade in these groups was 4 (13%), 9 (29%), and 2
(67%), respectively. The median patient age was 52
(range 38–79) years. There was no statistically
significant difference with regard to age, menopausal

Figure 2 Mass (a and b) and non-mass enhancement (c and d); a and b, sagittal fat-saturated T1-weighted post-contrast image of the breast
(a) and subtraction image of the same slice (b) demonstrate a 1.2 cm irregular mass (arrows); c and d, sagittal post-contrast subtraction
image of the breast demonstrates 1.4 cm non-mass enhancement (c, arrow). In comparison, there was no enhancement in the other
breast (d).
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status, MRI finding (mass vs non-mass), clinical
indication for MRI, type of upgrade (invasive lobular
carcinoma vs invasive carcinoma of no special
type/ductal carcinoma in situ) or history of breast
cancer (Table 2).

Pure lobular neoplasia was identified in 34 cases,
whereas mixed lobular neoplasia with associated
other high-risk lesion such as ADH, flat epithelial
atypia, papilloma, and/or radial scar was seen in 29
cases. There were 12 cases mixed with ADH, 2 with
flat epithelial atypia/ADH, 5 with flat epithelial
atypia, 2 with papilloma, 5 with radial scar, 1 with
papilloma/radial scar, 1 with ADH/papilloma/radial
scar, and 1 with ADH/radial scar/flat epithelial
atypia. The rate of upgrade in pure lobular neoplasia
was higher than lobular neoplasia mixed with other
high-risk lesion, 11 (32%) vs 4 (14%), respectively,
with no statistical significance. When considering
pure lobular neoplasia, there were 14 (41%) ALH
cases, 17 (50%) LCIS, and 3 (9%) PLCIS. The rate of
upgrade in these groups was 3 (21%), 6 (35%), and 2
(67%), respectively. Ipsilateral, concurrent, or past
history of breast cancer was found to be a higher risk
of upgrade than contralateral (concurrent or past),
6 of 11 (55%) vs 1 of 12 (8%), respectively (P=0.03).
The rest of the variables were not statistically
significant (Table 3).

Table 4 lists all cases with pure lobular neoplasia
with clinical/pathological and radiological findings.
When MRI was performed for staging owing to
concurrent ipsilateral or contralateral carcinoma,
the tumor histologic type in the upgrade is similar
to the first detected cancer. There were three
invasive lobular carcinomas, one invasive carcinoma
of no special type, and one ductal carcinoma in situ.

In both analyses (pure lobular neoplasia and
mixed), LCIS had higher risk of upgrade than ALH
with no statistical significant difference. Interest-
ingly two of three PLCIS cases had upgrade.

When cases from RPCI and UPMC were separately
analyzed, there were no statistically significant
variables that could predict upgrade. However, MRI
of all cases that had upgrade (n=7) in RPCI group
(n=26) had non-mass enhancement with borderline
significance (P=0.06). These two institutions were
also compared in terms of the reason for MRI that
detected lobular neoplasia. The reason for MRI at the
RPCI was more often for staging (65%), whereas high

risk was the main reason for UPMC (55%; P=0.014;
Table 5).

Discussion

We are reporting the largest series of lobular
neoplasia identified in MRI-guided biopsy (n=63)
from the largest series of MRI-guided biopsies
(n=1655). This is the first study that distinguished
between pure lobular neoplasia vs lobular neoplasia
mixed with other pathological high-risk lesions. In
addition, we were able to compare the incidence of
lobular neoplasia and the reason for performing MRI
between a cancer center and general hospital.

There are few published cases of lobular neoplasia
found by MRI-guided core biopsy. The few reported

Table 2 Clinicopathological and radiological variables correla-
tion with upgrade for all 63 cases

Variables

Upgrade

Yes (n=15) No (n=48)

Age (mean and range)
52 (38,79) years 52 (41,72) years 52 (38,79) years

Race
African American (n=4) 1 (7) 3 (6)
Caucasian (n=59) 14 (93) 45 (94)

Menopause status
Post (n=31)a 7 (47) 24 (50)
Pre (n=29) 8 (53) 21 (25)

Mass vs non-mass
Mass (n=24) 3 (20) 21 (25)
Non-mass (n=39) 12 (80) 27 (56)

Reason for MRI
BIRAD 3 (n=6) 1 (6.7) 5 (10)
Staging (n=28) 8 (53) 20 (42)
High risk (n=28) 6 (40) 22 (46)
Clinical (n=1) 0 (0) 1 (2)

ILC vs IC-NST or DCIS
IC-NST or DCIS (n=32) 5 (33) 27 (56)
ILC (n=10) 4 (27) 6 (13)

Concurrent vs past
Concurrent (n=32) 6 (40) 26 (54)
Past (n=10) 3 (20) 7 (15)

Ipsilateral vs contralateral
Contralateral (n=20) 2 (13) 18 (38)
Ipsilateral (n=22) 7 (47) 15 (31)

Pure LN vs mixedb

Mixed (n=29) 4 (27) 25 (52)
Pure (n=34) 11 (73) 23 (48)

Abbreviations: DCIS, ductal carcinoma in situ; IC-NST, invasive
carcinoma of no special type; ILC, invasive lobular carcinoma;
LN, lobular neoplasia; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
aThree patients were perimenopausal.
bLN mixed with other types of atypia. All of the comparisons were not
statistically significant.

Table 1 Cases distribution among different institutions

Institution
Total

No. (%)
LN

No. (%)
Upgrade
No. (%)

Roswell Park Cancer Institute 358 (22) 26 (7) 7 (27)
University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center

862 (52) 29 (3) 8 (28)

Washington University 335 (20) 5 (1) 0 (0)
Montefiore Medical Center 100 (6) 3 (3) 0 (0)
Total 1655 (100) 63 (4) 15 (24)

Abbreviation: LN, lobular neoplasia.
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cases have been identified either in studies of
MRI-guided core biopsy outcomes or in the few
studies on general high-risk lesion detected by
MRI-guided core biopsy. The results of these studies
are summarized in a review paper by Heller et al.20
The frequency of lobular neoplasia in seven studies
was as follows: 4 of 95 (4%), 7 of 85 (8%), 1 of 55
(2%), 5 of 75 (7%), 9 of 482 (2%), 3 of 72 (4%), and
45 of 1145 (4%).21–27 The rate of upgrade in these
studies combined (excluding the study by Heller
et al20) was 4 of 26 (15%).

Heller et al20 reported the largest series of cases.
They identified LCIS in 30 (3%) and ALH in 15 (1%)
of 1145 cases. The incidence of lobular neoplasia
was 45 (4%). The rate of upgrade was 8 of 30 (27%)
for LCIS and 2 of 15 (13%) for ALH, with a total of 10
of 45 (22%) for both types of lobular neoplasia.
However, it is unclear if these lesions were pure
lobular neoplasia or mixed with other high-risk
pathological findings.27 We found that the rate
of upgrade for lobular neoplasia mixed with other

high-risk histological findings was 24% and for pure
lobular neoplasia was 32%.

In mammography-detected lobular neoplasia, the
age of the majority of patients is between 40 and
50 years.28–31 In our MRI-examined patients, the
median age was 52 years, which is older than in
mammographically examined patients. This is likely
because of the disparate populations undergoing
mammography vs MRI. All women over the age of 40
years are eligible for mammography, as well as
younger women who are symptomatic or at a higher
risk. In contrast, MRI is used in a selected population
that already has a breast cancer or high-risk
diagnosis, or who requires supplemental screening.

The rate of upgrade for lobular neoplasia varies
widely among studies.4 Therefore, it has not neces-
sarily been recommended to routinely excise it. The
consensus recommendation is to excise lesions that
have certain clinical, radiological, or pathological
characteristics that predict a higher risk of upgrade.14
Although the rate of upgrade for ADH also varies
widely (from 7 to 87%),32–34 surgical excision is
recommended more often, mainly owing to the sense
that these lesions carry higher risk of upgrade than
lobular neoplasia. In the same cohort of MRI-guided
biopsies (n=1655) presented in this study, we
detected 100 cases of ADH, 15 (15%) of which had
upgrade. The results are presented in a separate
study. There were 86 cases of pure ADH, 11 (13%) of
which had upgrade. There were 14 cases of mixed
ADH/lobular neoplasia, 4 of which had upgrade
(29%).35 When all histologic types (pure lobular
neoplasia, mixed lobular neoplasia/ADH, and pure
ADH) were comparted, there was no statistically
significant difference in the rate of upgrade. When
the upgrade rate between pure lobular neoplasia
(11 of 34) and pure ADH (11 of 86) was compared,
the difference was borderline significant (P=0.042).
We conclude that in MRI-guided biopsy the inci-
dence of upgrade for pure lobular neoplasia is higher
than pure ADH. Therefore, unlike mammography-
detected lobular neoplasia, where certain
recommendations were put in place by the World
Health Organization to guide therapy, MRI-detected
lobular neoplasia warrant surgical excision.
Although we present the largest series of lobular
neoplasia cases, more cases are needed to examine
this finding.

Although controversial, there is a general agree-
ment that the order of the rate of upgrade from low to
high is ALH–LCIS–PLCIS.14 MRI-detected lobular
neoplasia in this study had similar order. However,
the number of cases in each category is too small,
particularly for PLCIS (n=3).

We found that in a cancer center like RPCI, the
incidence of lobular neoplasia in MRI-detected core
biopsy was higher than that of a general hospital like
UPMC (Table 1). We also found that for the lobular
neoplasia-positive MRI-guided core biopsies, the
reason for MRI was statistically different between
these two institutions (Table 5). In a general hospital

Table 3 Clinicopathological and radiological variables correla-
tion with upgrade for pure LN cases

Variables

Upgrade

P-value
Yes

(n=11)
No

(n=23)

Age (mean and range)
52 (41,77) years 51 (41,72)

years
52 (41,77)
years

NS

Race
African American (n=1) 0 (0) 1 (4) NS
Caucasian (n=33) 11 (100) 22 (96)

Menopause status
Post (n=13)a 4 (36) 9 (39) NS
Pre (n=19) 7 (64) 12 (52)

Mass vs non-mass
Mass (n=12) 2 (18) 10 (44) NS
Non-mass (n=22) 9 (82) 13 (57)

Reason for MRI
BIRAD 3 (n=4) 1 (9) 3 (13) NS
Clinical (n=11) 4 (36) 7 (30)
High risk (n=18) 6 (55) 12 (52)
Staging (n=1) 0 (0) 1 (4.3)

ILC vs IC-NST or DCIS
IC-NST or DCIS (n=16) 4 (36) 12 (52) NS
ILC (n=7) 3 (27) 4 (17)

Concurrent vs past
Concurrent (n=18) 5 (46) 13 (57) NS
Past (n=5) 2 (18) 3 (13)

Ipsilateral vs contralateral
Contralateral (n=12) 1 (9) 11 (48) 0.03
Ipsilateral (n=11) 6 (55) 5 (22)

Abbreviations: DCIS, ductal carcinoma in situ; IC-NST, invasive
carcinoma of no special type; ILC, invasive lobular carcinoma; LN,
lobular neoplasia; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NS, not significant.
aTwo patients were perimenopausal.
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like UPMC, MRI is more often performed for
mammographic BIRAD 3 or as part of high-risk
work-up, compared with a tertiary cancer center like
RPCI where a staging indication is more common.
That may partially explain why lobular neoplasia is
more common in cancer centers than in general
hospitals. A limitation of this study is that the
indications for all 1655 MRI-guided core biopsies
were not available.

Non-mass enhancement was found to have higher
risk of upgrade than enhancing masses in RPCI cases
with a borderline significance. In UPMC cases, there
was no difference in terms of the type of enhance-
ment. This difference could not be explained by the
type of upgrade (ILC, IC-NST, ductal carcinoma
in situ), as there was no difference in the incidence of
these types of upgrades between both institutions
(Table 5). As staging was more common in a cancer

center than in a general hospital, we attempted to
investigate if the risk of upgrade in non-mass-
enhanced cases was independent from the reason
for MRI. However, the number of cases became very
small precluding this assessment. Moreover, the
difference was just borderline statistically signifi-
cant. Therefore, more cases are needed to investigate
if non-mass enhancement is an independent factor of
upgrade for lobular neoplasia.

It would be useful for future studies to investigate
the radiological characteristics of the enhance-
ment and correlate with the risk of upgrade, ie,
including the type of enhancement in the non-mass
lesion (focal, linear, or segmental) and the character-
istics of mass lesions (margin, shape, and type of
internal enhancement). These variables were not
possible to study owing to the relative small
sample size.

Table 4 Clinical, pathological, and radiological findings of all 34 pure LN

Case# Age (years) Race Menopause

History of breast cancer

Excision MRI Reason Histology
C/I C/C P/I P/C

1a 60 CA Post ILC No No No ILC NME Staging LCIS
2a 66 CA Post ILC No No No Benign NME Staging LCIS
3a 63 CA Post IC-NST No No IC-NST Benign Mass Staging ALH
4a 46 CA Pre No ILC No No ADH/LCIS Mass High risk LCIS
5a 52 CA Pre No No No No LCIS NME High risk ALH
6a 44 CA Pre DCIS No No No DCIS NME Staging ALH
7a 52 CA Pre No No No No DCIS NME High risk LCIS
8a 46 CA Pre IC-NST No No No LCIS NME Staging ALH
9a 61 CA Post No IC-NST No No ALH NME High risk ALH
10a 72 CA Post No No No No IC-NST NME High risk ALH
11a 41 CA Pre IC-NST No No No Benign NME Staging ALH
12a 51 CA Pre No No IC-NST No IC-NST NME High risk LCIS
13a 52 CA Pre No No No IC-NST Benign Mass BIRAD 3 ALH
14b 77 CA Post No ILC No No LCIS Mass Staging LCIS
15c 49 CA Pre No No No No LCIS NME High risk LCIS
16c 46 CA Pre No IC-NST No No ALH Mass Staging ALH
17c 42 AA Pre No IC-NST No No Benign Mass Staging LCIS
18c 64 CA Post No ILC No No ALH NME Staging ALH
19d 45 CA Pre No No No No ALH NME High risk ALH
20d 41 CA Pre No No No No DCIS NME High risk ALH
21d 52 CA Peri No No No No ALH NME BI-RAD3 ALH
22d 46 CA Pre No No No No LCIS Mass High risk LCIS
23d 59 CA Post No No No No PLCIS NME High risk PLCIS
24d 54 CA Post No No IC-NST No LCIS Mass Staging LCIS
25d 50 CA Pre IC-NST No No No IC-NST NME Staging LCIS
26d 61 CA Post ILC No No No ILC Mass Staging LCIS
27d 48 CA Pre ILC No No No ILC NME Staging PLCIS
28d 47 CA Pre No IC-NST No No LCIS Mass Staging LCIS
29d 63 CA Post No No No No DCIS Mass BI-RAD3 PLCIS
30d 41 CA Pre No No No IC-NST DCIS NME Staging LCIS
31d 43 CA Pre No No No IC-NST LCIS NME Staging LCIS
32d 55 CA Post No IC-NST No No ALH NME Staging LCIS
33d 52 CA Peri No No No No ALH Mass BI-RAD3 LCIS
34d 55 CA Post No IC-NST No No LCIS NME Staging ALH

Abbreviations: AA, African American; ADH, atypical ductal hyperplasia; ALH, atypical lobular hyperplasia; CA, Caucasian American; C/C,
concurrent contralateral; C/I, concurrent ipsilateral; DCIS, ductal carcinoma in situ; IC-NST, invasive carcinoma-no special type; ILC, invasive
lobular carcinoma; LCIS, lobular carcinoma in situ; LN, lobular neoplasia; NME, non-mass enhancement; P/C, past contralateral; P/I, past
ipsilateral; PLCIS, pleomorphic lobular carcinoma in situ.
aRPCI.
bMMC.
cWU.
dUPMC.
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In conclusion, the incidence of lobular neoplasia
in MRI-guided core biopsy is rare. The risk of
upgrade is relatively high, warranting surgical
excision. The difference in patient populations at a
cancer center and a general hospital is reflected by
the rate of upgrade, the reason for the biopsy and the
radiological findings. Therefore, more cases from
different hospital settings are needed to further
explore our findings.
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